Abstract-Rendezvous is an initial and vital process for establishing data communications between devices in cognitive radio networks. Channel hopping (CH) provides an effective method for achieving rendezvous without relying on a dedicated common control channel. Most of the existing rendezvous schemes are designed for single-radio devices. Due to the dropping cost of wireless transceivers, the use of multiple radios to significantly reduce the rendezvous delay becomes economically feasible. In this paper, we propose a deterministic multi-radio rendezvous scheme that exploits the combinatorial features of grid quorum systems. We refer to our proposed scheme as multi-grid-quorum channel hopping (MGQ-CH). Our scheme uses multiple overlapped grid quorums to map the available channels at each device to its radios. We derive the theoretical upper-bound of the maximum time-to-rendezvous of MGQ-CH. Furthermore, we conduct simulations to study the performance of MGQ-CH under various system parameters and compare it with the state-of-theart multi-radio rendezvous algorithms. The simulation results demonstrate the superior performance of MGQ-CH compared to previous schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the traditional fixed spectrum assignment, a significant portion of the licensed spectrum (e.g., UHF) is underutilized. On the other hand, the unlicensed spectrum (e.g., ISM) is becoming over-crowded due to the growth of wireless devices and their huge demands for the wireless spectrum [1] . Accordingly, cognitive radio has been emerged as a promising solution for the spectrum under-utilization and scarcity issues. In cognitive radio networks (CRNs), the unlicensed users, a.k.a. secondary users (SUs) can use the licensed wireless bands in an opportunistic fashion while their use does not cause an interference to the bands licensed users, a.k.a. primary users (PUs). Rendezvous is a fundamental and an important process for initiating the SUs data communications. Due to the drawbacks of the common control channel rendezvous approach, channel hopping (CH) represents an alternative and more effective method for achieving a blind rendezvous. However, the majority of the existing CH rendezvous algorithms [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] schemes assume that each SU is only equipped with one radio, and hence each SU can only access one channel during each time slot. Due to the dropping cost of wireless transceivers, equipping CR users with multiple radios can significantly accelerate the rendezvous process and improve its performance with an acceptable increase in the cost [1] .
In the literature, there are some proposed algorithms [1, [13] [14] [15] [16] that address the multi-radio rendezvous problem in CRNs.
The multi-radio rendezvous algorithms can be categorized into two categories, according to the channel set information used for constructing the CH sequences: global channels based (GC) and local channels based (LC) algorithms [13] . In the GC algorithms, the CH sequences are designed using all channels in the CRN, whereas in the LC algorithms only the locally available channels are used in constructing the CH sequences. The LC algorithms are more practical in distributed CRNs due to the dynamics in channel availability and the limitation of the sensing capability [1] . Furthermore, the LC algorithms can provide faster rendezvous than the GC algorithms due to the shorter CH sequence period. In [1] , the authors proposed a GC algorithm, called role-based parallel sequence (RPS), in which they use one dedicated radio that stays for a while on a specific channel and (m − 1) general radios that keep hopping on different channels. In [16] , the authors proposed another GC algorithm, called optimized waiting and hopping (OWH), in which they determine the proper number of dedicated radios among the m radios for each SU in order to optimize the rendezvous performance.
In [14] , the authors designed an LC algorithm, called enhanced adaptive rendezvous (EAR), in which they rank the available channels based on their qualities and divide them into m sets. Each set is assigned to one of the m radios, following jump-stay patterns that are similar to [5] . In [15] , the authors proposed another LC algorithm, called general construction for rendezvous (GCR), in which each SU divides its available channel set into m/2 subsets. The m radios of each SU are divided into m/2 pairs, each pair follows a CH sequence that is based on one of the divided channel subsets. In [17] , the authors proposed an LC algorithm, called adjustable multi-radio rendezvous (AMRR), that provides fast rendezvous and can adjust its best performance on either the maximum time-to-rendezvous (MTTR) or the average TTR by different allocations of the m radios. In AMRR, increasing the number of stay radios shorten the MTTR whereas increasing the number of hopping radios shorten the average TTR.
Our Contributions-In this paper, we study the rendezvous problem in CRNs where each SU is equipped with multiple radios and different SUs could have different numbers of radios. We consider two network models that describe the channel availability: Symmetric and asymmetric. In the symmetric model, all SUs have the same set of available channels. In contrast, different SUs may have different sets of available channels in the asymmetric model.
We propose an LC quorum-based CH rendezvous scheme. Our scheme exploits the combinatorial features of the grid quorum system (GQS), which (i) provides deterministic guarantees on the intersection between the designed CH sequences and (ii) makes our CH sequences robust to synchronization errors. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a multi-grid-quorum CH scheme, called MGQ-CH, for pairwise rendezvous in multi-radio CRNs. Our scheme uses multiple overlapped grid quorums to map the available channels at each SU to its radios.
• We derive the upper-bound of the MTTR under both the symmetric and asymmetric channel availability models.
• We conduct simulations to study the performance of MGQ-CH under various system parameters and compare it with the state-of-the-art multi-radio rendezvous algorithms. Our results demonstrate the superior performance of MGQ-CH compared to previous schemes.
Paper Organization-The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model and problem formulation are presented in Section II. The proposed MGQ-CH algorithm is presented in Section III. In Section IV, we present the theoretical analysis of MGQ-CH. Using simulations, in Section V we evaluate the performance of MGQ-CH and compare it with the RPS [1] and AMRR [17] schemes. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
A CRN consisting of different SUs operating over a licensed spectrum is considered. The licensed spectrum is divided into |L| non-overlapping channels,
A channel is considered available to an SU for communication if the SU sensed the channel idle from any PU transmissions. We consider a time-slotted communication where time is divided into discrete slots that have fixed and equal durations. In this paper, we mainly focus on the pairwise rendezvous between any two SUs (say SU 1 and SU 2) in a multi-radio CRNs. Let |C 1 | and |C 2 | be the numbers of available channels of SU 1 and SU 2, respectively. Let
} ⊆ L be the two sets of available channels of SU 1 and SU 2, respectively. Also let m 1 (m 1 > 1) and m 2 (m 2 > 1) be the number of radios for SU 1 and SU 2, respectively. We note here that in multiradio CRNs m 1 may not be equal to m 2 . The CH sequence of each SU is denoted by a set of vectors. For example, the CH sequence of SU i for a period with length T time slots is represented by { − → S
indicates that SU i hops on channel S i tk using radio k during time slot t. The multi-radio rendezvous problem in CRNs is defined as: for any two SUs (say SU1 and SU2) that are equipped with m 1 and m 2 radios, respectively. We need to construct a CH sequence for each radio at each SU in order to achieve a guaranteed rendezvous between these two SUs on a commonlyavailable channel during the same time slot. The rendezvous must be achieved within a bounded and short time despite any difference of their CH start times (i.e., asynchronous local clocks).
III. MULTI-GRID-QUORUM CHANNEL HOPPING SCHEME
In this section, we present the design of MGQ-CH rendezvous algorithm. Some preliminary definitions related to grid quorum systems are presented first to facilitate the understanding of the rest of the paper.
A. Definitions and Basic Idea
Definition 1: For a set Z n = {1, 2, . . . , n}, a quorum system Q under Z n is a group of non-empty subsets of Z n , each called a quorum, such that: ∀X and Y ∈ Q, X ∩ Y = ∅. Here, Z n is the set of non-negative integers less than or equal to n.
Definition 2:
A GQS arranges the elements of Z n as a √ n × √ n square grid array, where n must be a square of a positive integer. Hence, a quorum is formed as a union of the elements of one column and one row of the grid. There are n grid quorums in a GQS that is constructed under Z n and each quorum has a size of (2 × √ n − 1).
Definition 3: For a given integer i and a grid quorum G in a GQS Q under Z n , we define rotate(G, i) = {(x + i) mod n, x ∈ G} to denote a cyclic rotation of quorum G by i. 
Although, GQSs have been proposed to construct sequences that achieve asynchronous communications because they satisfies the intersection as well as the homogeneous and heterogeneous closure properties [12, 18] . To the best of our knowledge, all proposed grid quorum CH sequences was constructed for a single transceiver. No work in the literature addresses the GQS for multiple transceivers.
In this paper, we propose a grid-quorum-based multi-radio rendezvous scheme for CRNs. Basically, when each SU has more than one radio, the CH-based sequences built based on GQSs can achieve rendezvous deterministically between any pair of SUs within a bounded time. The rendezvous is guaranteed between any pair of SUs when they have at least one common available channel. The basic idea of our scheme is to allow each SU to build its multi-radio CH sequence based only on its local available channels and the number of radios. For an SU i with |C i | local available channels and m number of radios, a GQS is constructed based on |C i | and m. The SU will then select |C i | grid quorums from the GQS for mapping its |C i | available channels into an m-radio CH sequence.
The procedure steps of MGQ-CH (Algorithm 1) to construct the CH sequence of SU i is as follows: Fig.2 who has same number of channels |C 3 | = 4 and has 3 radios is C
3) Select |C i | grid quorums from Q for the purpose of assigning them with the |C i | channels. Put the selected quorums in a Quorum Channel Mapping array QCM. The selection method in lines 12 − 20 ensures that each column or row in the grid array will not be selected more than m times. This is important since if the grid quorums are selected randomly or in non appropriate way, this may cause assignment failures. Specifically, for any t ∈ {1, · · · , (C 
2 }, we map each quorum-row element of each channel into a slot on one radio from the {1, · · · , ⌈ m 2 ⌉} radios. And also each quorum-column element of each channel is mapped into on one radio from the {⌈ m 2 ⌉ + 1, · · · , m} radios. 5) Randomly assign a channel to each empty un-assigned cell (the white slots) if they exist in each vector. However these channels are selected from the C i available channels that are not mapped in any other cell in the same vector. This guarantee that during the same slot, each radio of the SU m radios is assigned with a different channel and hence a full use of the radio resources is achieved.
As can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 , each segment of
slots over all radios (we call it sub-frame) in the CH sequence of each SU contains all the C i available channels assigned to the multiple radios. Each SU stays for a sub-frame of C ′ i consecutive time slots on ⌈ m 2 ⌉ number of channels from its C i channels using its first ⌈ m 2 ⌉ radios and then switch to another channels. These stay slots are assigned based on the row elements of each quorum. For example SU 1 stays using its radio R1 on ch 2 for 4 consecutive slots and then switch to ch 1 and stays on it for another 4 consecutive slots, and so on. Similarly, SU 4 stays on ch 2 and ch 7 using its R1 and R2 radios, then switch to another channels (ch 3 and ch 5 ) on the next 3 slots, and so on. On the other hand, during each subframe, one column based element from the quorum of each channel is assigned into one slot in the sub-frame, except the channels that are assigned in the first radios using the quorum row elements. For example, SU 1 has channels (ch 3 , ch 4 , and ch 1 ) assigned to the three slots on R2 during the first subframe while ch 2 is assigned to the first radio based on its quorum row elements. The non-quorum slots (white slots in the figures) are assigned randomly from the available channels that are not assigned to any other radio during the same time.
IV. SCHEME ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze our MGQ-CH scheme theoretically by deriving the upper-bounds of MTTR of the scheme under both the symmetric and the asymmetric models. if there exist some un-assiagned slots in − → S 
A. Symmetric Model
else 8:
end if Proof: In Figure 3 , the four cases of rendezvous under the symmetric model are presented. These four cases are happened according to the two SUs starting times (i.e., asynchronous local clocks). Figure 3 . For simplifying the understanding of analysis, we differentiate the radios that are assigned based on the quorum row elements only as the quorum row-based radios while we call all radios that are assigned based on the full quorum (both row and column elements) as the quorum radios. This is applicable to the slots as well. implies that rendezvous is possible during l ′ because the m 2 quorum radios of SU2 hop on all SU2 available channels before the (⌈m 1 /2⌉) quorum row-based radios of SU1 transfer to the next (⌈m 1 /2⌉) channels. TTR in this case is ≤ C 
Proof: We will provide the proof for the case when C ′ 1 = C ′ 2 because of the limited space in this paper. Figure 4 shows 2 that may happen under the asymmetric model in which SU1 start earlier than SU2. In our scheme, the multiple quorum row based radios of each SU can achieve multiple rendezvous over its stay channels during each sub-frame. These multiple rendezvous times are expected to occur with the quorum based radios of its partner. For the MTTR upper bound under the asymmetric case, we consider the worst cases. If the number of channels of SU1 is larger than those of SU2 (|C 1 | > |C 2 |), then the worst case is when all the first consecutive ⌊
2 ⌉ potential rendezvous fails because the channels assigned to the ⌈ m2 2 ⌉ radios based on the quorums row elements are not commonly-available channels to both of SUs. However, during the next C ′ 2 subframe, the ⌈ m2 2 ⌉ row-based radios of SU 2 will hop definitely on one common available channel between SU 2 and its partner SU 1. Accordingly, the rendezvous is achieved and the TTR here 2 ⌉ radios are staying on quorum row assigned channels that are not common between the two SUs. After that, the quorum row radios of SU 1 will definitely hop into at least one common channel in the next C 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of MGQ-CH and compare it with two multi-radio rendezvous algorithms, RPS [1] and AMRR [17] , through simulations using MAT-LAB. RPS is selected from the GC algorithms category while AMRR is the state of art in LC algorithms category that provides the shortest MTTR. AMRR algorithm is simulated for the case where ⌈m/2⌉ among the m radios of each SU are adjusted as stay radios and the remaining as hopping radios. This adjustment provides AMRR best performance in terms of the MTTR [17] . We consider both the symmetric and the asymmetric models for our simulations where we compare the algorithms based on the average TTR and the MTTR. TTR is the number of time slots needed for achieving a successful rendezvous between the two SUs.
In our simulations, we vary the number of channels in |L| from 10 to 100. Also, we introduce a parameter θ(0 < θ ≤ 1) to indicate the ratio of number of local available channels to the number of all channels. For each SU, we select θ × |L| channels randomly from the whole channel set. For each set of the simulation parameter values, the simulation results in each figure are obtained by more than 10, 000 independent runs where we accordingly compute the average TTR and the MTTR for each figure results.
A. Symmetric Model
In this simulation scenario, we compared the rendezvous performance when each SU have four radios and C 1 = C 2 . We let θ = 0.2 × |L| and hence the numbers of local available channels of the two SUs are |C 1 | = |C 2 | = 0.2 × |L|. In Figure 5 (b), we can see that MGQ-CH provides the smallest MTTR. For example, when there are 100 channels, the MTTRs of MGQ-CH, AMRR, and RPS are 8, 10, and 15. For the average TTR in Figure 5 (a), RPS has a slight smaller average TTR than AMMR and our MGQ-CH as the number of channels increase because RPS dedicates only one radio as stay radio while the remaining radios keeps hopping in the different available channels. This will provides small average TTR but at the cost of longer MTTR.
B. Asymmetric Model
We consider two simulation settings for measuring the performance of our MGQ-CH with the compared algorithms. In the first setting, we let m 1 = m 2 = 4 and the number of available channels to the two SUs be |C 1 | = |C 2 | = 0.4 × |L| where (C 1 = C 2 ). Also we set G = 0.2 × |L| as the number of common available channels between the two SUs. Figure  6 shows that our MGQ-CH provides the best performance in terms of both the average and the maximum TTR. This is due to the deterministic rendezvous guarantee provided by the grid quorums where at least two intersections on each common channel is guaranteed.
In the second setting, we let |C 1 | = |C 2 | = 0.1 × |L| and we set G = 1 in order to evaluate the performance when there is only one common available channel between the two SUs which suppose to invoke the MTTR upper bound. As depicted in Figure 7 , MGQ-CH provides the shortest MTTR and average TTR. This is due to the small constructed CH period of MGQ-CH that guarantee rendezvous within bounded and shorter time. For example, when the number of channels L is 50 and hence |C 1 | = |C 2 | = 5, each SU will construct its CH sequence based on 2 × 2 grid array and the period will be 4 slots. This will ensure that rendezvous occurs no later than the third slot as the worst case.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an efficient pairwise rendezvous scheme, called MGQ-CH, for multi-radio CRNs, which uses only the locally available channels to construct the CH sequences. MGQ-CH guarantees rendezvous within a bounded and short time. We derived the upper-bound of the maximum TTR, and conducted simulations to evaluate the performance of MGQ-CH as compared to the state-of-the-art multi-radio rendezvous algorithms. Our results showed the superior performance of MGQ-CH under both the symmetric and asymmetric channel availability models.
